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THE UE OF A STIRLING HOT-AIR ENGINE IN 
CONVERTING SOLAR ENERGY TO MECHANICAL POWER 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

D1scouiit1n nuo1ar erery, all of th earth's stored 

and transient eneray oome froi one source, the sun (32:31). 

Furthermore, the availability of riost of' the stored and 

transient energy SOUrCeS has been established, and lt is 

seen that the demand for energy uiai someday urpas its 

supply. For instance, present oonsumptin fi3ures on the 

world's fuel rsrves indicate that within a period of 50 

to 90 years, fo3i1 fuel supplie9 may be depleted (48:23). 

Even with the advent of nuclear power aid the further 

development of hydro-power, the world will need other 

ource of enery to 3uppleent its wants. Eroreas in 

the developaeit of methods for utilizing radiation from the 

aun as it is received on the surface of the earth indicates 

that this source of energy hold3 much promise as one of' the 

earth's auxiliary energy supplies. For example, while it 

has taken eons to produce the fossil fuels, it may become 

possible to store solar energy for immediate use by the 

process of photosynthesis (20:74). 

Present-day utilization of solar energy is controlled 

by economics. Even though solar radiation costs nothing, 

it is expensive to collect. Therefore, solar mechanisms 

must compete with firmly established sources of power that 

have proven economical. However, the installation costs 
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connected with sorce power plants, as well a the transpor- 

tation and storage costs of its fuel, are found to be pro- 

hibitive in some areas of the world. It is in the$e areau 

where solar energy devices may compete economically with 

other sourees of power (23:81). 

iogions that experience an abundance oì' sunshine lie 

approximately between forty degrees north and south of the 

equator and are the only places where solar energy devices 
could have practical application (9:2). 1.hi1e many of 

these reions have no economical source of power, many 

presently see applications of solar energy au an auxiliary 
power source. 3uch a place le in the southern part of the 

United 'tates, where the heating of water by colar means is 

commonplace, and the heating and air conditioning of reel- 

dences is not only feasible but economical as well (13:5). 

Remote and underdeveloped countries of the world can 

and do use solar energy as a means of rep1acin other energy 

sources which might otherwise be put to better uso. gary 

of the inhabitants of India, for example, use animal dung 

for their cooking fires. The wide usage of sorno type of 

solar cooker could be of benefit to that country. The 

former fuel could then be used to fertilize the land. A 

solar-oowered water pump could also be employed in this and 

similar countries to irrigate the land, thus improving the 

people's standard of living by increasing their economic 
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level. 

Other applicattons of' solar energy deserve mention. 

Important advanoe are being made towards utiliz1nr solar 

energy as a means oÍ' producth fresh water from the sea. 

Processes are beine sought which will produce fresh water 

in this way tor less than one dollar per thousand ;allone 

(;:4). Jolar energy te not dest1ed to be used only on the 

earth as an enery source. It Is presently being success- 

fully used in satellIte3 to produce electricity from photo- 

voltate cells. Future space travel will undoubtedly 

1lize solar eflergy In many ways. 

¿olar energy is not the nost convenient source of 

power. Its shortcomings have long been recontzed. Per- 

haps Its £reateat disadvantage i.e the form in which the 

sun's radiation appears on the earth. or some applications, 

the electro-rnanetic waves, of which radiation consists, 

nust be converted to heat; a process not so easily accom- 

pl1shei a3 the burning of fuel. Lar&e receivinß areas are 

3ornetirne3 required for collecting 3olar radiation since itas 

inten3ity iß relatively small per unit area. If a contin- 

uou source of power is desired, the intermittency of sun- 

lieht introduces the problem of storing energy for that 

purpose (20:68). However, some processes utilizing solar 

energy can be interrupted with only a sliht inconvenience. 

For instance, the sun is usually shining brightest when air 
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conditioning and refrigeration are needed most. 

Continued research in the many fields connected with 

solar radiation yields new and better ways to meet these 

shortoominRe. As in the past, the enineer is actively en- 

gaged In working on the development of solar enerr as a 

power source. :he meteorologist who has recorded and 

attempted to predict the amounts of available solar radiation, 
the research scientist who may be creating selective coat- 

ings t be arplied to solar radiation absorbing surfaces, 

and the horticulturist who has attempted to correlate plant 

growth with available solar radiation are also caking sig- 

nificant contributions. 

Moat research investigations that utilize heat sources 

created by solar radiation collecting devices involve either 

very high temperatures or comparatively low temperatures. 

For instance, temperatures In the thousands of degrees can 

be achieved by using a focusing collector to concentrate the 

sun's rays onto a small absorbing area. On the other hand, 

a heat source created by a flat-plate collector (one which 

absorbs direct and diffuse radiation impinging on its col- 

lecting surface) can only provide temperatures ranging from 

100 to 400 F. However, many vapor and gas cycles cari 

utilize a heat source well above the temperature ranges ob- 

tained with. the flat-plate collectors and. below the ranges 

used in high temperature work associated with focuzinc 
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collectors, One example is the 3tirling thermodynamic 

cycle. An engine employing th ga cycle can operate on 

any heat source which rrovide3 teìperatures between 500 and 

1500 F. 

It was the iuroe of' this project to design, construct, 

and test an apparatus necessary to convert solar energy to 
mechanical power. It ws proposed to do this by operating 

a 3tirling hot-air engine with a heat source produced by a 

solar radiation collector. The system which converted solar 

enery in this manner was instrumented so that its perforu- 

anco and efficiency could he determined. 



PEFVIOJ AND FUTURE ICA1ION5 

A hot-air en1na was first used as a ooiar power plant 

about a century rhe first recorded auplleat,i.on was 

made by John ricon, who in 1872 built a colar engine 

which utilized a heat aource created by a parabolic mirror. 

The engine, shom in Figure 1, was essentially a stirling 

engine even though Ericsson called it the "Caloric" ençine 

(,6;l336; 15:569). 

About the same time, a new type of hot-air engine was 

invented by A. K. iider of Philadelphia (15:570). In 1908, 

the Rider engine was used in a solar power plant which was 

proposed for the City o Phoenix. However, the proposal 

proved impractical because the collecting area of the re- 

fleeting mirrors was too small (56:1356). Figure 2 illus- 

trates the power system. 

Little work towards utilizing solar energy in this 

manner was performed in the following years. The principal 

disadvantage seemed to be the large collecting area re- 

quired to operate the inefficient hot-air engines. A more 

efficient stirling hot-air engine was developed by Philips 

Research Laboratories in Holland approximately 25 years 

ago. The new design included a regenerator and featured 

lightweight materials in its construction. A recent inves- 

tigation of this modern Stirling engine as a solar power 



Figure 1. Ericcson's Solar Engine. (15:567) 

V 

Figure 2. Proposed Solar Power Plant for Phoenix. (56:1356) 



plant was conducted by India's National Physica Laboratory 

(56:1356). 

Presently, the hot-air en1ne Is beinE, considered for 

future space applications (45:541). Needless to say, the 

entire proposed system Is better decined than ltB pre- 

deaessors. The engine employs the $tirlin cycle and uses 

one of several gases for its workIng mediwn. General Gotors 

esearch Laboratories has developed tho system and proposes 

that an all-metal Fresnel reflector be used for the Rolar 

radiation collector (29:219). 

The rated power output of the entire system, including 

generators, is five cI1owatts (6.7 hp), and its rated brake 

thermal efficiency le 30.5 per cent when using dry helium 

as a working mediun. The area required for the solar col- 

lector is 283 square feet, meaning that a circular Freenel 

reflector 19 feet in diameter must be used (45:557-553). 

This system employing the Stirling cycle has beer corn- 

oared with a mercury-vapor Rankine cycle. thlle lt is 

feasible to use the Rankine cycle for space applications, 

lt is estimated that the Rankine system would weigh 42.5 

per cent more than the Stirling system. In addition, the 

engine efficiency of the Stirling engine is supposed to be 

approximately three times greater than that of the engine 

utilizing the Rankine cycle (45:557). Therefore, from the 



weirht and efficiency 8tardpoint, the Stir1in system ay 

weil bocore the flr$t source of echanicsi power In space. 

Space use of the stirling engine Introduces new prob- 

lerne that are continuously being solved. Meanwhile, the 

solution to some of these problems is also enabling more 

practical and economical application of the solar-powered 

Stirlln&, engine here on earth. 
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AVAILABLE SCLA ENERGY 

Solar energy is essentially the transfer of heat by 

thermal radiation, that is, radiation which is emitted by 

the sun solely due to its temperature; a temperature that 

Is approximately 10,000 F (35:177). It is transferred to 

the earth by means of electro-.magnetic waves which travel 

at the speed of light through free apace. 

The earth receives a more or less constant amount of 

solar radiation, a constant that has been estimated and 

observed by many people for over a century. The most re- 

cent value to be substantiated has become a standard for 

most people doing research work in the field of solar 

energy. This new value Is 2.00 cal per mm-sq cm (7.38 Btu 

per mm-sq ft). (31:431). It must be remembered, however, 

that this value has been established in free space outside 

the earth's atmosphere. Furthermore, due to the earth's 

elliptical orbit, this constant is based upon the earth's 

mean distance from the sun. 

The electro-magnetic waves that make up the solar 

spectrum contain different amounts of energy. A spectral 

distribution of the extraterrestrial solar energy is shown 

in Figure 3. The fractional accumulated energy for the 

spectrum is also shown. From this, lt is seen that half 

of the radiant energy received from the sun appears in a 
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relatively narrow wave 1enth region. For Instance, the 

energy in the ultraviolet and visible regions contains 

approximately 50 per cent of the energy. Beyond 0.7 microns, 

the infrared region contains the remaining amount (18:56). 

Ufortunate1y, not all of the solar spectrum as lt 

appears at the edge of space Is transmitted to the earth's 

surface. In a clear atmosphere, about 80 per cent of the 

radiation reaches the ground at sea level (41:2). Any one 

of three things can happen to the energy, depending on the 

nature of the atmosphere, the altitude angle of the sun, 

and various radiation depleting factorse The energy can be 

reflected back Into apace due to clouds, lt can be scatter- 

ed and diffused by the constituents of the atmosphere, or 

It can be completely absorbed by some of these same con- 

stituents (51 :135). 

The United 3tates Weather Bureau has an ever-increas- 

Ing number of weather stations all over the country observ- 

Ing and recording solar radiation. These data have been 

used by many in research to correlate the amount of radia- 

tion to such things as plant growth rates and weather 

variations (2:3). Data have also been used to attempt to 

establish a yearly distribution of solar energy In the United 

$tates as shown in Figure 4. The distribution shown can 

only represent large areas. 3ome stations In the same 



Figure 4. Solar Energy Distribution in the United States. (25:73) 
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eiera1 area may vary as mucti as 100 per cent; the &- .. lef 
reason )et1E their respective 1ocat1on to thetr urroud- 

in toporaphy and industrial complexes. Fr itnce, 

atmospheric pollution plays an tportant part in the a.ppar- 

sit radiation differences between ai area located near a 

larao industrial city and one that is located i the open 

country (25:75). 

The instrument which has been adopted by the United 

states weather Bureau for most of its solar radiation 
neasurements is the Epply pyrheliomoter. This instrument 

consists of a sensing element which is enclosed i a ¿lase 

bulb and exposed in a horizontal position to the sky. The 

element is composed of a disk coated with lamp black and a 

concentric rina smoked with white magnesium oxide. 3ince 

the black surface absorbs most of the impinging radiation 

and the white oxide coating has a hîh coefficient of 

reflection1 a temperature difference results (28:101). 

Platinum-rhodium and gold.'.palladlum thermocouples are used 

tO measure the produced voltage which is very nearly pro- 

portional to the intensity of the solar radiation (33:153). 

Generally all of the pyrheliometors in use today have a 

recording potentiometer to monitor them. 

From the present knowledEe of solar radiation and the 

atmosphere's effect upon it, eood engineering approximations 
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can be made of the amount 0±' solar energy str1k1n the 

earth (18:63). Perhaps In the future lt will be a common 

occurrence to be able to accurately calculate the amount of 

solar radlati.on available at any lven time of the year, 

day, or hour at any location on earth.. To this end, people 

are workin to correlate observed solar radiation data with 

theoretical attempts to establish relations between the 

amounts of diffuse, direct, and total solar radiation that 

are present during all kinds of ambient conditions. 
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ÇQLLEQìION 5ID1TIOLD 

The hIer tenperatur obtained by the uae of devices 

which concentrate the ßuntS rays Introduce prob1em associ- 

ated with their fabrication. For instance, focusinE coi- 

lectors used for solar furnaces must be made wtth high 
optical precision. A much lower degree of optical precision 

is adequate for the focusing collectors intended for use in 

conjunction with relatively lower teniperature heat sources 

(9:4). 

There are two basic typos of focusing collectors in 

general use. These are reflectors and lenses. A disad- 

vsnta)e faced by both types ta their cumbersome size, for 

large collecting areas are usually required for most solar 

heat sources. Another disadvantage common to these types 

of solar collectors is that they must be constantly posi- 

tioned to face the sun if they are to effectively focus 

the sun's rays. These disadvantages have been minimized 

by constructing the collecting units of lighter materials 

and by making them collapsible. 

Reflectors may be either circular or trough-shaped. 

A few basic forms are shown in Figure 5. In addition, due 

to the ever present attempt to make solar mechanisms more 

economical arid portable, reflectors are made of materials 

ran1ng from plastics to foils (11:9). For instance, a 
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Truncated Cone Segmented Par?bolicl 

Parabolic Reflectors - Circular or Trough 

/ 

-H 

Fixed Reflectors with Heliostats 

Fresnel Lens 

Figure 5. Various Forms of Solar Collectors. (56:1354) 
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material which has become available recently is a polyester 

film on which a thin coatin3 of highly reflective aluminum 

Is deposited. This material has been successfully used in 

several models of portable solar cookers (11:12). 

The solar energy losses encountered with reflectors de- 

pend on the reflector itself. For instance, since the sun's 

rays have to pass through the glass of a back-surfaced mirror, 

more radiation la lost than from front-surfaced reflectors. 

However, the front-surfaced reflectors are more readily sub- 

ject to weather damage (56:1355). 

Lenses are also used as focusing collectors. However, 

most installations today which use lenses for solar radia- 

tion collecting purposes are solar furnaces. This is due 

principally to the limited size in which the lenses can be 

made. However, with the development of thin transparent 

plastics, it has become possible to make large, inexpensive 

Fresnel lenses (143:807). An illustration of the Fresnel 

lens is shown in Figure 5. 

aile most solar collectors of the focusing type in 

use today appear to be the reflectors, lenses also have 

advantages. For instance, a Fresnel lens made of plastic 

is inexpensive and portable. Also, a "convection shleld 

can be made such that the focal point is entirely enclosed 

and protected from heat-dissipating air currents. 11hie is 
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Impossible with the parabolic collector. 

D1advantaes may also be cited. iinee the iuri'a rays 

have to pass through the material of the lens, certa.n wave 

1ength of the solar spectrum may be abored. Ir ad1t1on, 

the lene' surftce actE as a rf1eetor, & factor of vhlch 

focuIn reflectors take avarte. Fial1y, 

11i.tticn placed upon the lnse servs as psrhaps their 

bigeet dtsadvarto. 

;'h11e maiy fccustn collectors cr effectively con- 

centrate the ur's rays, a Ereat deal depsciis on the ab- 

sorber at the focus of the collector which converts the 

concentrated radiation into usable heat. phe future econom- 

ical utllizo.tion of solar energy will praps lie With the 

developnent of ood radiation absorbers havlra poor radia- 

tion eìlttln characteristics, especially f hih tezrper- 

atures aro sou,ht. As the temperature of an absorber 

increase3, 1ore and more energy 4..s lost slnply becau3e its 

tenperat.ure ¿radient allows it to ìecoe a thoria1 radiator. 

A selective coatin. applied to an absorbing suraee ha3 the 

effect of virtually absorbln3 all wave len6ths of solar 

radiation while emitting very little radiation of the infra- 

red wave 1enths (24:24). 

Flat-plato collectors face the saro problem, but not 

of equal magnitude as focusing collectors. Jhey operate at 
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a iuuch lower tenperature and are object to much longer 
.tnfraree raJtat1o,. Thus, choo1n an approprtat elec- 
tive coating, other than one that haí a öth solar radia- 
tiori ab3crptivity, foz' the flit-plate . o11'ctor i& ioL too 

rportart. th1 type of solar collector usually eiiploya a 

1asc cover hieh transiits o.ar raiaticn but doce ¡ot 
allow longer (infrared) radlal.ton oziittecL by the flat-jiate 
absorber to escape trc the collecin UAl. This pheno- 
enon eo:arnonly called ¿renhouc3e c1ect, 1.e., ¿laBB 
periit solar raflation to pase, iut ic opaque to radi.tion 
eiiijti..ed 'by the interior of the greenhouse (3:l77). The 

ae prirc.tple has been applied to lo parabolic trough 

rr1ectore where la$s tubing surrounds a water-fi1ld 
copper pipe looaed at the focal lerth (56:1355), 

.hile iriariy ?eople enaod in th development of elc- 
tive coatln6e have nade come no'eworthy d1c;veri, &ost 

of thece cotin are rather complicated and cOstlr to 
apply to the surl'aeee of radiation absorber. .concìnical 

coatìn need to be developed if wideproad uae is to 

be expected. oatins that can be p1ie by a novice 

iiht be those that come in the fai1lar pre;srized cans. 

It appears that the most effectivo se.Leotivc coatings 

to date are those that are oxides depoited onto ritly 
polished aiotals. 3elective eoatins of 'obalt-oxid de- 

posits and chrome-nickel-vanadium deposite on polished 
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copper and nickel have produced abaorptivities of 0.93 and 

0.94 and infrared emissivities of 0.24 and 0.40 respec- 

tively (24:24). Other selective surfaces have been devel- 
oped by depositing manganese oxide on stainless steel and 

molybdenum oxide compounds on aluminum. Special coatings 

have been developed that involve electroplating copper, 

cobalt, and other suitable metals on polished metallic 

surfaces (34:19). 
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THE STIRLING THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE 

The thermodynamic cycle of the Stirling engine is one 

which consists of four distinct processes. Figure 6 illus- 

trates the pressure-volume and temperature-entropy diagrams 

for the ideal cycle. 

"The first process of the Stirling cycle is an iso- 
thermal compression from point 1 to 2. Next, heat is added 

during a constant volume process from 2 to 3. The iso- 

thermal expansion or power stroke then takes place from 

3 to 4, and the cycle is completed by the constant cooling 

process from 4 to 1." (16:666). 

As seen from the temperature-entropy diagram, heat is 

also added and rejected during the respective constant 

volume processes. However, a regenerator included in the 

cycle Improves the thermal efficiency. The regenerator 

serves the purpose of storing the heat removed during the 

cooling process and returning it again to the working 

medium during the heating process. Thus, less heat crosses 

the cycle boundaries and, theoretically, the cycle approach- 

es that of a Carnot cycle (44:265; 45:544). 

Engines that employ the Stirling thermodynamic cycle 

require the use of two separate pistone. One provides 

power and compression during the respective parts of the 

cycle. The other acts only to displace the working fluid 

from the hot to the cool spaces of the engine for the 
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respective constant temperature proeesae3. 

Figure T shows a cotnmon arran;ement Ot the pistons 

for one desin of the 3tir1in engine; a design which eni- 

ploys a regenerator between the heater and cooler. 

A pressure-volume d1ararn for the ideal cycle is included 

with a diagram illustratin the relative positions of tbe 

two pistons duri. the cycle. During no process does either 

of the platons remain fixed while the other moves. For 

example, the process from i to 2 involves an isothernal 

compression of the gas by the power piston. However, the 

displacer piston cannot remain fixed at the top of its 

stroke but must riso from some lower position to provide 

coolin. eouivalent to the work of compression performed by 

the power piston (16:673). 

The drive mechanism for an engine utilizing the Stir- 

ling cycle requires that the pistons continuously move with 

respect to one another. For the actual cycle, shown by the 

pressure-volume diagram in Figure 3, only the expansion and 

compression strokes remain similar to the ideal cycle 

(16:673). 

The 1tirling engines developed by Philips and General 

Motors employ designs which produce actual cycles as the 

one described. Noteworthy improvements have been made by 

both organizations. General iotors has found that corn- 

pressed helium produced an engine efficiency 20 per cent 
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greater than that produced when air was used as the working 

medium. Hydrogen produced even better results; however 

its uso was discontinued because it diffused through metal 

too readily (45:550). ?hilips developed a regenerator com- 

posed of fine wire that could change its temperature from 

about 200 to 1000 F in one one-hundredth of a second and 

had a reported tbffioiency"as high as 95 per cent (46:572). 

The heat transfer problems encountered in a Stirling 

engine have perhaps limited Its use in the present day and 

age. The internal combustion engine overcomes one of the 

main disadvantages of the Stirling engine. This is In 

reference to the manner ii which heat is transferred to the 

working fluids of the two engines. For instance, a Stirling 

engine utilizes some type of external heat source. As a 

result, the transfer of heat to the Stirling engine's work- 

ing fluid depends solely on a convection process between 

the hot parts of the engine and the gas itself. The speed 

of the Stirling engine seems to be limited for this reason. 

On the other hand, heat is instantaneously supplied to the 

working medium of an internal combustion engine by the 

1znition of a mixture of fuel and air in its combustion 

chamber. In addition, the metal containing the combustion 

process of an internal combustion engine can be externally 

air or water cooled. It is impossible to cool the Stirling 

engine in the same way. 
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Mechanically apeakin, the Stirling engine is far 

stinpier than a conventional tnternal combustion engine or 

an engine employing a vapor oycle. It ha$ no valves, ex- 

perienoes no sudden pressure ohanes, requires no spark 

tnition, does not exhaust; nor, properly designed, does 

it vibrate or shake (45:544). All these factors indicate 

silent operation and little maintenance for a StirlinE 

engine. Since the enSine incorporates a closed cycle, it 

can operate on any heat source of sufficient temperature. 

This is perhaps its greatest advantage. Its operating 

temperatures and power output are only subject to meta].]..ur- 

gloal limitations and the lubrication problema encountered 

at high temperatures (32:95). However, advance technology 

is extending the temperature ranges in this respect and 

will continuo to do so. 
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3Y3TEM DEIN 

A solar enery conversion system which intends to 

utilize a heat source above 500 F to produce mechanical 

power consists of three things. First, solar radiation must 

be collected by a focusing collector. Next, an absorber 

serves the purpose of converting the concentrated radiation 
Into usable heat. Finally, some type of heat engine 18 

used to produce work from the heat source (24:24). The 

solar radiation collector employed in the final design of 

the conversion system used in this investigation was a 

24 in. d1aìieter parabolic mirror with a focal length of 

9 11/16 in. The mirror's collecting area was kept normal 

to the sun's raya by the equatorial mounting shown in 

Figure 9. Its solar azimuth angle was changed by rotating 

the whole unit about1 its perpendicular axis. Its solar 
altitude anglo was changed by the lover arrangement shown 

in the illustration. A description or the solar angles is 

included in Figure 10. 

One end of the displacer piston's cylinder acted as 

the solar radiation absorber for the system. No attempt 

was made to apply any of the selective coatings described 

In a previous section. However, acetylene was smoked onto 

the end of the displacer cylinder for one of the test runs. 

The heat engine used in the conversion system was the 
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model 3t1r1in, hot-air enine ahown in Fiure 11. F1ure 

12 Illustrates the relative positions of the displacer and 

power pistons dur1n one cycle. The cyclic process occurs 

in the same sequence as the one illustrated in Figure 3. 

Clearance was provided for the displacer piston so that air 

could pass between it and the cylinder wall. The power 

piston reu1red a tiit fît since it experienced the pres- 

sure differential which provided work to the flywheel via 

the connect1n rod. The average cycle pressure of this 

engine was suspected to be only slightly above atmospheric 

pressure since leakage occurred where the connectinp rod 

of' the displacer piston passed through its bushing. 

Combining the engine with the mirror was accomplished 

by mounting it directly over the parabolic reflector. The 

en3ine's displacer cylinder was placed so that it could be 

adjusted along the mirror's axis. The combination Is shown 

in Figure 13. Even though this arrangement allowed the 

engine to cast a shadow on the mirror, it proved satis- 

factory. The shadow obscured less than 10 per cent of the 

mirror's total area. 

To keep the convection losses from the heated dis-. 

placer cylinder to a minimum, a uoonvectton shield" was 

constructed from cardboard. The shield is shown in place 

in Figure 14. 
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Figure 11. Model Stirling Hot-Alr Engine,
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The entire system and testing equipment were placed

on the top of Covell Hall on the Oregon State University

oampus. This 3lte, while somewhat Inconvenient, was ex

posed to sunlight the entire day and provided a restricted

testing area.
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I NSTRUMENTATI ON 

The perforinan(e test on the colar enerr conversion 

system involved the measurement of several items. For in- 

stance, intrwnentati.on was provided to record the amount 

of solar radiation available on the teatina days. Instru- 

menta were also des1ned and constructed which determined 

the mechanical power the engine developed. In addition, 

a separate test setup was provided so that the performance 

of the solar-powered engine would be compared with that 

obtained when the engine utilized a different heat source. 

Ihe parabolic mirror could only utilize direct solar 

radiation normal to its collectin5 area. Since the normal 

direct radiation was not measured, it was found by divid- 

inß the sine of the sun's altitude angle into the amount 

of direct solar radiation received on a horizontal surface 

(37:19). In addition, the direct radiation received on a 

horizontal surface was found by subtracting the difruse 

(sky) radiation from the total radiation received on a 

horizontal surface. Fortunately, the Epply pyrheliometer 

described in a previous section was capable of recording 

the diffuse radiation simply by shteldin its sensing ele- 

ment from the direct rays of the sun while at the same time, 

permitting as much of the sky as possible to be exposed to 

the element. 
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An Epply pyrhellonieter and recording potentiometer 

were set up in the prescribed manner. A view of a pyr- 

heliorneter installation is shown in Figure 15. 

Previous performance tests on the model Stirling hot- 

air engine measured the power output by using a prony brake 

arrangement in conjunction with its flywheel (22:13; 7:9). 

The engine itself was not adaptable to any other convenient 

torque measuring device. For instance, the presence of the 

crank on both ends of the flywheel shaft prevented the use 

of some type of pump or generator mechanism as the means of 

varying the load on the engine. 

3ince the power produced by the engine proved to be 

very small in former performance tests, the prony brake had 

to be dosigred so that minimum drag was encountered for 

small engine loads. A lightweight prony brake with small 

contact area between it and engine's flywheel would meet 

this criterion. Also, since the engine's prony brake would 

produce small torques, the design had to provide a brake 

whose lever arm was as short as possible so that greater 

brake forces could be produced. Thus, more accurate force 

measurements could be made. The brake design adopted by 

this investigation is shown in Figure 17. Figure 16 shows 

the prony brake installed on the flywheel of the engine. 

Since the engine would assume many positions, it was 
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paramount that the device which îeaured the force produced 

by the prony brake be c&pable of ineetinE this requ1reuent. 

It was therefore deei.dd to use the cantilever beam arrarie- 

ment shown in F1ure 16. The force, applied to the end of' 

the beam, was mneasure by means of a strain gage attached 

to the surface of the Uea. Figure 13 Indicates the posi- 

tiori at which the çae was fastened to the beam. A strain 
38.ge could be u3ed ßatisfactorily in this manner since the 

strain at the outer surface or the beam was directly pro- 

portional to the force applied at its end. An Ellis bridge 

amplifier arid neter was used to measure the resulting 

strain. 
ìeasurement. of a small engine's speed is perhaps most 

readily accomplished by usine. a stroboscope. However, this 
method proved unsuccessful for the solar-powered 3tirling 
engine because the intensity of the sunlight on the moving 

parts of the engine was greater than the intensity of the 

8troboscope's light. Other methods were investigated, but 

the one that proved most accurate and easiest to use in- 

volved a Tektronix oscilloscope to measure the period of 

the engine revolutions. 

By installing a thin leaf switch such that it caine 

lightly into contact with the engine's crank during each 

revolution, it was possible to complete an electrical cir- 
cuit which triggered the calibrated sweep of the 
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oscilloscope. Thus, lt was possible to determine the time 

interval between engine revolutions. The effect of the 

friction between the leaf switch's contact point and the 

engine was negligible. The leaf switch can be seen mounted 

on the engine in Figure 16. The diagram for the triggering 

circuit is shown in Figure 19. 

The temperatures achieved by the end of the displacer 

cylinder were determined by the Installation of two thermo-. 

couples. Both were attached to the cylinder with silver 

solder. One of the thermocouples was fixed on the center 

of the cylinder's end. The other was attached on the side 

of the cylinder 3/4 in. from its end. Figure 20 shows the 

placement of the thermocouples on the displacer cylinder. 

The separate performance test on the Stirling engine 

involved placing the engine's displacer cylinder into a 

small, well-insulated electrical resistance furnace. The 

electric power supplied to the furnace was controlled by a 

rheostat and Variac and was measured by a wattmeter. The 

mechanical power produced by the engine was obtained in the 

same manner as described previously with the exception that 

the engine's speed was measured with a stroboscope. The 

test setup Is shown In Figure 21. The section of the fur- 

nace shown In Figure 22 Illustrates the position of' the 

displacer cylinder. 
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DISCUSSION Q T23T ESULT3 

Preliminary teat runs were made on the solar-powered 

3tirling engine to determine the best position for Its dis- 

placer cylinder along the mirror's axis. Tests pertormed 

with the end of the cylinder submerged approximately 1/2, 

1, and l-1/2 in. past the mirror's focal point seemed to 

indicate that the 1 in. setting produced the best perform- 

ance results. Actually, with this setting, the displacer 

cylinder was exposed to concentrated light on its entire 

end and approd.mately 3/4 in. along ita side, The manner 

in which the li.ght was concentrated on the end of the cyl- 

inder is shown by the picture in Figure 13. 

Data that were chosen for the preparation of the final 

performance results were based upon the best testing pro- 

cedure devised for obtaining the necessary observations. 

For instance, when it was found that the strain gage meter 

refused to remain zeroed during a test run, it became necea- 

sary to use one of two testing procedures. One method 

required the removal of the force from the cantilever beam 

while zeroing the meter. The resulting force was then 

observed upon replacing the load on the beam. The second 

method involved observing the meter before and after remov- 

Ing the load from the beam. Thus, the difference was the 

resulting torque force produced by the prony brake. A 



steady operating condition of the engine could be detected 

more readily when employin., the latter method. Therefore, 

the data taken by this latter method were used in the 

preparation of the performance results. 

It was found that a difference existed in the perform- 

arme of the )tirling engine each day the solar energy con- 

version system was tested. Therefore, the power output was 

represented by separate curves constructed for each day. 

These curves as well as one which estimates the mean power 

output are shown in Figure 23. 

inco it was inconvenient to express the small power 

produced by the engine in units of hp, it was decided to 

use units of rnilli.-hp instead. One mUli-hp is equal to 

0.001 hp. At full load, the maximum power produced by the 

engine varied from approximately 0.50 to 0.65 mUli-hp. A 

value of 0.58 muli-hp (equivalent to 1.48 Btu per hr) was 

chosen as the mean. A speed of 320 rpm accompanied the 

maximuii power output. The average maximum no-load speed 

for the engine was 540 rpm. 

The overall efficiency of the solar energy conversion 

system followed the same general relation as the power pro- 

duced by the 3tirling engine, Figure 24 shows the overall 

efficiency of the system. Instead of constructing a curve 

for each testing day, a range for all tests was used to 
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1ndcate the efficiency. However, a riaximum mean efficiency 

could be represented as beine approximately 0.130 per cent. 

Ii other words, the mechanical power prodaced by the engine 

was less than one-fifth of one per cent of the available 

solar energy impin5in upon the mirror's col1ectinç area. 

a1culations used in determining the performance of the 

solar power plant are found in the appendix. 

The dtreot solar radiation which was normal to the 

mirror's collectirß area was found by the previously de- 

soribed method. For the days that testing was conducted 

on the solar energy conversion system, the avera,e normal 

incident radiation 294 tu per hr-sq ft. Therefore, 

610 Btu per hr of solar energy was available to the effec- 

tive collectin area of the 24 in. diameter parabolic 

mirror. Although the radiation did not remain constant 

during the test runs, its variation was found to be only 

from one to three por cent from the average. The results 

of the radiation observations and calculations are shown 

in the appendix. 

The fact that the solar-powered ;tirling engine was 

tested on separate days undoubtedly accounted for the dif- 

ference existing in the performance results. Different 

testing conditions were created for each test, for both the 

engine and its testing equipment could not remain set up 
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overn1ht. Thus, the apparatus had to be dismantled be- 

tween te3t. 

Irreu1arIties in the perforriarìce were also noted dur- 
a sinle testt period, for a test1i8 procedure was 

adopted so that the einine'. performance could be co'cipared 

at one speed. For exanple, at 325 rpm, the enCine's power 

output varted rrorn 0,585 to 0.630 mull-hp. The operating 
characteristics of the engine could have caused this varia- 
tion. It as noted, for instance, that the en3ine's speed 

would increase mo!eitarily when its bearings were being 

oiled. On the other hand, an error in the instrumentation 

could have caused the performance results to vary. An error 

of the nearest division to which the scale of the strain 
gage meter could be read would have accounted for the dif- 

forence in power cited above. 

The testing of the Stirling engine with its displacer 

cylinder placed in the electric furnace made it possible to 

compare its perfornance with the performance of the solar- 
powered engine. Therefore, to achieve similar testing 
results, the heat supplied to the small electric furnace was 

controlled until the engine achieved the same no-load speed 

that it had when it was used as part of the solar energy 

conversion system. Testing followed the sanie procedure 

as for the solar runs, except that the speed of the engine 
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was measured with a stroboscope. The results of the elec- 
tric furnace performance test are shown in Figure 25 and 

Figure 2. The minimum speed which could be conveniently 

determined with the stroboscope was approximately 200 rpm 

and explains the lack of data below that point. 
At full load, the maximum power developed by the enine 

during the electric furnace performance test was 0.565 nilli- 
hp at a speed of 275 rpm. The no-load speed was 530 rpm. 

The maximum brake thermal efficiency of' the i3tirlin engine 

during the electric furnace test was approximately 0.20 per 

cent. These results are compared with the results of the 

solar-powered 3tirltn engine in Figure 25 and Figure 26. 

Installation of the thermocouples on the displacer 

cylinder enabled its temperature to be observed. Unfor- 

tunately, the thermocouple on the side was of little value, 

for its reading,s were very irregular. Actually, it was 

installed in the wrong place, for the concentrated iit on 

the end of the cylinder would sometimes strike the thermo- 

couple when the mirror was not positioned correctly. At 

best, its temperature was estimated as being 40 to 50 F 

below that of the thermocouple at the very end of the 

cylinder. The temperature at the end of the cylinder in- 

creased as the load ori the engine was increased. 

Results from one of the tests are shown in Figure . 
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A maximum temperature around B20 F ocourred when the torque 

produced by the engine was 0.170 lb-in. The minimum 

temperature at the very end or the cylinder was approx- 

imately 770 F and was achieved during the no-load run. 

A solar test run was made with the end of the cylinder 

coated with carbon deposited by an acetylene torch. Since 

the carbon was black, the absorbing surface of the displacer 

cylinder should have both absorbed and reradiated more solar 

radiation. However, no difference in the performance of 

the engine could be detected. In fact, durtn, the test run, 

the carbon disappeared from the end of the cylinder where 

the sun's rays had it. 
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CON OLIJSIG N3 

It was known at the outset of the project that the 

model tir1tnt hot-air entne incorporated tr the eo1r 

energy co)ver81on system would operate strnply by heat1n 

the ed ot tts disp1aer cy11nder by a bunsen burner. Yet, 

elnee the temperatures obtainable In the neighborhood of 

the parabolic mtrror's focal 1en;th wore not krown, it was 

questionable whether the heat created by the mirror with the 

en of the displacer cyltider postt1oed lns.tde Us focus 

would be great eiouzh to power the en1ne. iowever, the 

solar-powered eriine proved capable of perfornin in a 

marmer comparable with the preliminary experiment conducted 

on it. 
the engine used in the system proved to be very inef- 

ficient. Previous tests performed on the same engine 

resulted in the same conclu8ion (22:24; 47:14). However, 

the overall efficiency of this roject's conversion system 
was far better than that achieved by the previously men- 

tioned performance tests. For Instance, one of the tests 

was perforned with the displacer cylinder's end heated by 

a bunsen burner (22:11). then the maximum brake thermal 

efficiency of that test was compared with the maximum 

efficiency of the solar energy conversion system, lt was 

found that the latter efficiency was three times greater. 



Due to the higher temperatures involved, the power pro- 

duced by the Stirling engine during, this previous test was 

approximately three times greater than when the engine was 

solar-powered (22:19). 

Testing the :3tirlIng engine with its displacer cyl- 

Inder placed in the electric furnace made lt possible to 

compare its performance with the performance of the engine 

when lt was mounted over the parabolic collector. The 

power produced by the engine compared very favorably as Is 

Indicated In 1lgure 25. However, perhaps lt is of more 

interest to compare the engine's efficiency during the two 

tests (tigure 
The efficiency of the solar-powered engine was actually 

the efficiency at which the system converted the available 

solar energy into usable mechanical power. On the other 

hand, the engine's efficiency during the furnace test repre- 

sented the efficiency at which the engine utilized the 

electric power supplied to the furnace. Therefore, since 

the solar tests differed from the furnace tests because of 

the solar radiation collector, it would appear that some 

idea of the solar radiation collection efficiency could be 

obtained from the results of the two tests, 
This collection efficiency would represent the effi- 

ciency at which the mirror and absorbing surface of the 

displacer cylinder converted the available solar energy to 
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heat. The definition of the collection efficiency for this 

caso would be the ratio of tht overall e'ficiency of the 

solar eiery conversion sy3tem to the brake thermal effi- 

c1eicy achieved by the hot-air erßiie during the furnace 

test. However, since the overall efficiency of the con- 

version systei could oily öe represented by a range, no 

attempt was made to establish a solar radiation collection 

efficiency in this manner. 

One of the energy losses encountered by the solar- 

powered tir1in engine was the heat loss from the heated 

end of the displacer cylinder. Because of its high teÁÌper- 

ature, heat was lost by thermal radiation and convection 

to the surroundings. Also, heat wa lost because it was 

conducted to other parts of the onEine. The effect of t.his 

loss on the efficiency of the engine was two-fold. First, 

the heat was not utilized by the working fluid of the 

enne, but instead was lost by radiation and convection 

from the hot parts of the enine. 5econdly, the transfer 

of heat from the hot end of the displacer cylinder resulted 

in raisins the 000lin3 tin's temperature. when this 

occurred, the temperature Lradtent necessary for the con- 

vection of heat from the engine's cooling space to its 

cooling fins was lowered. Thus, the ideal (Carnot) d'fi- 

ciency for the cycle was reduced. 
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I'he maximum power produced by the solar energy conver- 

sion system employed in this investiBatlon indicated that a 

solar radiation collectir area of 4Th0 sq ft would be re- 

ouired if a similar system was to produce one horsepower. 

This does not compare very favorably with the 50 sq ft deemed 

necessary by some investigators of solar power plants 

(56:1356). 

More research and development are needed before the 
method used in this project will prove to be economical and 

practical. dince the fuel (solar energy) costs nothing, 

ita utilization is not too dependent on the efficiency at 

which it can be converted to usable aources of power. How- 

ever, the installation and maintenance costs connected with 

a large solar collector as the one indicated above would 

appear to be prohibitive. 

The conversion of solar energy to mechanical power by 

using a Stirling hot-air engine does have possibilities for 

providinp : an auxiliary power supply in the future and 

definitely has possibilities for being utilized in space 

applications. Perhaps the biggest advantage of such a 

system is the engine itself, for it is simple to operate 

and can run effectively on a heat source created by a 

focusing solar collector. in addition, similar solar energy 

conversion systems would prove to be valuable to those 
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underdeveloped countries where sunshine 18 abundant and the 

need of a small source of power apparent. 
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RZC OMM £'NDATI 0N3 

Undoubtedly, better resulto would have been achieved 

if all the testing had been performed on the sanie day. 

Since this is not always possible, it is suggested that 

future testina of solar energy conversion aystema be con- 

ducted on consecutive clear days. 3olar radiation ob9er- 

vatton8 seemed to indicate that the best time to perform 

tests was from a half hour before noon to a half hour after 

noon. During this time, the solar altitude angle and the 

normal incident radiation experience little change. in 

addition, it is eu6ested that the testina equipment remain 

set up. Perhaps some type of weather-resistant cover could 

be employed for this purpose. 

The design of' the force measuring device used in this 

investigation could be improved. i'or instance, placement 

of the strain gages on opposite sides of the cantilever 
beam would have improved the force observations in two ways. 

First, since the strain gage on top of the beam would be in 

tension and the one on the bottom would be in compression, 

the actual change In resistance created by a force applied to 

the end of the beam would be doubled. Thus, more sensi- 

tive forces could be determined. Secondly, less chance of 

error due to temperature changes of the active gage would 

occur since the one gage serving as the temperature 



eompensatmn ae would certainly experience the saine 

temperature as the one Installed just opposite it. 
rhe prony brake design hack two drawbacks. F1rit, the 

brake tended to ¿rab durir so'o of the hi;her speeds. 

Second, too sîra11 a adjustment rarc:. was tvai1ab10 with the 

win !Dut arranernent shown in Figure 17. 3iice it was be- 

lieved that a rn..a11 coitact area bctwes th ;roriy bra and 

the flywheel of the enin would produce the best results, 
the contact area was distributed in three places. However, 

it is su5.ested that ar improved destn consist of the con- 

tact area distributed continuously around the brake's peri- 
phery. Perhaps its tendency to arab would be eliminated. 

A different placement of the ?assa,e that connects the 

displecer cylinder to the power cylinder might improve the 

performance of the engine. Chancing the position of the 

pasea(e to the end of the displacer cylinder as shown by 

the drawing in Figure 2 would allow the air to pass through 

the cold space in a namner similar to that illustrated in 

Figure 3. The installation of some type of reencrator 
sould also produce better results. 

In order to achieve an idea of the collection effi- 
ciency of the mirror, the use of a heat exohaner such as 

shown in Figure 29 might be adopted. The design of the 

heat exchanger conforms to the same shape of the displacer 
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cylinder and Is intended to he placed in the focus of the 

mirror in the same manner sa the end of the cylinder was 

placed. The heat exchan8or can also be used to determine 

the effectiveness of different selective surfaces applied 

to it. 
Since the performance of the Stirling engine used in 

this investigation varied during the test runs, a method 

for immediate observation of these variations would have 

been welcome. Perhaps for future teats, it may be possible 

to use some type of coordinate recorder for this purpose. 

For example, with the abscissa recording the force measure- 

mente and the ordinate recording the speed, "power 

output diagrams" may be created by introducing the required 

constants. 
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APPEN DI X 



FRESNEL LENS COLLECTOR 

One desin of the solar enorgy conversion system in- 

volved the use of a i'resne1 lens as the solar radiation col- 

lector. The lens was made of acetate butyrate plastic and 

was 13 in. in d1aneter with a focal length of 14 in. The 

manner in which the lenß was mounted is shown in FiSure 30. 

In order for the lens to be completely effective, it 

had to be mounted so that its surface was absolutely flat. 

However, when gluing the plastic lens onto its wooden trame, 

Its 1ued circumference would shrink. Thus, the thin plas- 

tic developed wrinkles in its surface. The effect of the 

wrinkles seemed to cause a distortion of the concentrated 

light at the lens' focal point. 

A preliminary design of the conversion system included 

a radiation absorber consisting of a liquid metal bath 

located at the focal point of the lens. The i3tirling engine 

would have used the bath as its heat source. However, 

after investigating the possibilities of melting several 

metals with low melting points by this method, the idea was 

discarded. The area of high temperature provided at the 

lens' focal point was too small. 

Additional disadvantages of this design were also evi- 

dent. For example, highsolar radiation reflection losses 

would have occurred from the surface of the molten metal. 
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Figure 30. Fresnel Lens Collector. 

Figure 31. Truncated Cone Collector. 
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Also, the transThr of heat to the working fluid of the engine 

would have irvolved, first, a convection process from the 

liquid metal to the end of the engine's displacer cylinder, 

then a conduction process through the walls of the cylinder, 

and finally another convection process from the cylinder's 

walls to the gas itself. Therefore, it was evident that 

the heat transfer process from the absorbed radiation to the 

working gas of the engine would have encountered high ther- 

mal resistanoe8. 

The observation above indicated that perhaps the best 

manner in which to utilize the concentrated solar radiation 

was to place the end of the engine's displacer cylinder at 

the focal point. The surface of the cylinder then served 

as the absorber for the concentrated radiation. Thus, the 

previous liquid metal thermal resistance would be eliminated. 

1ith the lens focal length and diameter having close 

to a one-to-one relation, the collected rays of the sun 

struck the end of the displacer cylinder at a small angle 

with respect to the cylinder's conter line. This is illus-. 

trated in Figure 3].. Another method of concentrating the 

sun's raya on the end of the displacer cylinder could have 

been used. This method would have consisted of a truncated 

cone reflector made of stainless steel installed on the end 

of the displacer cylinder as illustrated in Figure 31. 

The engine was not tested with the cone reflector used 
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in this manner. However, without it, it was found that the 

engine would barely run under a no-load condition. ReÍ'lec- 

tion losses occurring with the stainless steel reflector 

would have reduced the available solar radiation even fur- 

ther. 

The Fresnel lens solar collector was abandoned because 

the results cited above indicated that the collecting area 

was not large enough. 

OL3CILLOCOPE CALIBRATIQN 

The calibrated sweep of the oscilloscope was assumed 

to be accurate and in adjustment for the tests performed 

on the solar-powered Stirling engine. However, when this 

instrument was checked with a stroboscope, it was found 

that the oscilloscope measurements of speed were as much 

as three per cent in error. Since the stroboscope could be 

adjusted by means of a vibrating. reed (controlled by the 

60-cycle power supply), this instrument was used as a 

standard by which the oscilloscope could be calibrated. 
Adjustments were made at 900 on the stroboscope's low 

range and at 3600 on its high range. 

The middle of the stroboscope's low range was used to 

determine the speed of the engine during the calibration 

of the oscilloscope. This range had to be used because 
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the speed of the engine was below that of the smallest 

valw or the scalo. fhus the oving parts of the engine 

had to be viewed two or three timos per revolution. 

The calibration curve for the oscilloscope is tncluded 

in FlEure 32. The oscilloscope was adjusted and used for 

the last solar test. when checked against the stroboscope 

for the ccond tiriìe, it was found to compare within one 

per cent. 

TEMPERATURE QRREQTI QNS 

A iiosklns £hermno-Electric Pyrometer with iron-con- 

stantan thermocouples was used to find the teiûperatures at 

the end of the dIsplacer cylinder. However, in order to 

find the actual temperatures, it was necessary to calibrate 

this lnstruuent. 

Calibration was carried out by observin the toper- 

atures of lead, tin, and zinc as they were melted and again 

while they were solidifying. The metal's latent heat of 

fusion allowed its melting temperature to be observed in 

this manner because the temperature remained steady durin 

the phase change. Corrections were applied to the pyrometer 

readln;s according to the correction curve shown in Figure 
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LAJ RADIATION FRVTIO$ 

The solar radiation va1ue received from the pyr- 

heilornet.er'e recordln3 potentiometer represented the total 
(direct plus diffuse) radiation received on a. hortzontal 
surtace. The diffuse radiation was found by shading, the 

sensin element ot the pyrheliometer every ten mlnuteß for 
a period of two minutes. During this period, the reeorclln3 

potentiometer was able to record the resulting. diffuse 

radiation. For the days that the solar-powered Stirlir. 

onine was tested, the diffuse radiation seemed to remain 

constant. This accounts for the linear relation between 

the direct and total radiation received on a horizontal sur- 

face shown in Figure 34. A2thouh the observations were 

made only dur.in. one of the days that testinp, was performed 

on the engine, lt was assumed that the same results would 

have occurred on other similar days of the season. 

The solar altitude anales were found by usin' an ai- 
manac and a prepared table of altitude and azimuth anles. 

The method of calculating the solar altitude anles is 

presented in fxaniple 1. Figure 35 illustrates trie solar 

altitude an,les for the days testina was performed on the 

solar powered :3tlrling en3ine. 
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Given: The position of Ccrvallis, Oregon, is 
J3°J3t W and 4434t N. 

Req'd: Find the solar aJtitude angle at 12 M - 

(PST) on Sept. 6, 1961. 

1. Pacific Standard Time (PST) of 12 AM is equivalent to 
2000 Ckeenvtich Menn Time (C1T). 

2. The eenvdch Hour ngle (OEA) for 2000 fl' was 120°26' 
and the Declination (Dec.) was 61' (52:175). 

3. The Looal Hour Pngle (LHA) at Corvallis was found as 
follows: 

LH = 12313' - OEA 

= 123°18' - 120°26' 
= 252' 

4. For a LIlA of 2°52' and a Dec. of 61', the so1r 
altitude wig1e was apprcLinate1y 52,00 at the 4g': latitude 
nnd approdinate1y 51.00 at the 45 latitude (53:1OC, lí?4). 

5. The solnr titude angle was therefore estimated as 
being 51.5° at Corvallis (4/.5 latitude). 

6. Since 12 AM (PST) is based on the 1200 meridian, the 
time had to be changed accordingly. Each degree of longi- 
tude represents a time change of 4 min. Therefore, a cor- 
rection of 12 rain was subtracted sin the tinie vt of a 
meridian is er1icr than the tiiie east of a meridian. High 
noon at the 120' meridian corresponde to 11:4G AM in Cor 
vaJ1is, Oregon (123° longitude). 

7. Since the so1' titude angle changed very little at 
high noon, the answer of 51.5° was still used. This was 
not true for other times of the d,r. Thus, a curve of the 
solar altitude angles for the day of Sept. 6 was construct- 
ed and the time scale changed the reoired 12 min. 

EXALE 1. Solar Altitude Angle Calculations. 
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OR1AN O E CALCULATI OT 

)The etÍect cf the prony brake's unbalanced weht 
(brake tare) on the force meaurexnentB had to be taken into 
accour]t. 3tnoe the enaine wa to assume various an4e, the 

bra:e tare would also vary. xamp10 2 llluBtrate8 how brake 

tare was determined. The results of the calculations are 

shown by the curve in Figure 36. 

Ex&rnple 3 illustrates how the en1ne'9 speed wa 

detennlnod frori the oscilloscope read1ns. The perforixanco 

of the olar-pcwered Stirltn engine was doterilned by 

methods reeented ir Examiiple 4. 

Teb1e I prese:-its data that were taken dur1n one of 

the tet1n. days. The results of the perfornance ca1la- 

tions are also shown in Table I. Data from the electric 

furnace test are included in Table II. The calculated 

results are also included in Table II. 



ven: 

Req'd: 

The unbalanced weight of the prony brike 
(brake tare) was 8 gin when the engine was 
in a horizontal position. 
Find the effect of the brake tare on the 
force measurements. 

1. For convenience, the unba]-. 
anced weight of the brake was 
assumed to be concentrated at 
the point shown in the sketches. 

2. At any solar altitude angle 
the measured force consisted 

of the actual force produced by 
the engine plus the brake tare. 

3. Therefore, the brake tare 
(rb) was found by the relation: 

Fb (8 n)(coso) 
8 gm 

EXK2LE 2. Brake Tare Calculatiorui, 

Given: The calibrtod swcep of thc oscillo cone 
was triered at 3.7 ora. The multiplier 
was 50 muli-sec per cm. 

Req'd: Find the speed of the tir1ing engine for 
this observation. 

1. The period of cìchrevolution was found as follows: 

Period = (scooe reading)(ritultiplier) 
(3.7 cm)(50 xilli-sec per cnn) 

lL5 ndlli-soc per rev 
= O.1C5 sec per rev 

2. The speed of the engine was thon deternined from the 
following relation: 

Speed = (Go sec poriidn) 
Period 

=(6o--) rev 
min O.l15 sec 

i25rii 

EXLE 3. Engine Speed Calculations 
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Given: The lever m (r) of the prony brake 

used to measure the power of the 
Stirling engine was 2.125 in. 

Req'd: Determine the engine's performance from 
the observed force and speed measurements 
and the calculated values for the direct 
normal solar radiation (Rormal) 

1. The power (P) delivered by the engine was found by ap- 
plying the force (F) and speed () measurnents and unit 
equivalents to the following equation: 

P = (r)(F)(N) 
= (2.125 in. )(F i)(N rpn) 

= (2.125 in.) ( 
1 lb (N rev 2rr rad 

12 in. 454 nan rev 

= O.D0245 (F)(N) ft-lb (1 hp) 
nan 33,000 ft-lb 

7.425 X 10 (F)(N) hp 

= 7.425 X i0 (F)(N) muli-hp 

2. The effective area (Â) of the mirror was found by 
determining its effective din and the area of the engine's 
shadow on its surf-ace. The effective diwi 23 5/ in. 
The shadow = 43 in2. Therefore, = 396 in2. 

3. The total solar enerr collected by the mirror (Et) 
Was found by applying the mirror 's effective area ( ) and 
unit equivalents to the relation: 

Et = (1nnormai)(Pe) 

j-cal Btu 2 
1 ft2 = (iormal min-u2 3.69 - (396 in2) 

iica1 14in 

= 10.15 (:nrmal) (60 ) 
hp-hr 

hr 2544 Btu 

= 0.239 ('normi) hp 
= 239 (normal) willi-hp 

4. The overall efficiency of thc.convorsion system () 
was determined as follows: 

'o = - (°) 

p = 
239 ( anomal) 

(loo) 

EXAMPLE 4. Performance Calculations. 



TABLE I 

So].ar-Pawered Stirling Engine Test Data axd Calculation Reu1t 

Time So1r Brake Brake True Scope Engine True TotaJ.. Direct Direct Power Overall 
(PsT) altitude force te brake (avr.) speed speed radiation r1ition r&ìiation muli-hp efficiency 

arg1e (avr.) 1 force an rpn rin (hor.) (hor.) (normal) 
n n m-cR: 

min-i gm.nnT 
uiin.-n4 

-caJ, 
min-m 

1:15 52.5 28.S 4.4 24.3 5,0 240 250 1.17 1,09 1,37 O,45D O.137 

1:15 52.5 33.2 45 28.7 6.3 190 195 1,17 1.09 1.37 O.L.15 0.126 

1a25 51.5 35.2 4.t 30.7 6.4 ig5 190 1.15 1,07 1.37 0.435 0.133 

1:25 51.5 27,0 4o5 22.5 3.9 310 320 1.15 1.07 1.37 0.535 0.163 

1:30 51.0 26,3 4.5 22,3 4.1 290 300 1.14 1.06 1.36 0.495 0.152 

1:30 51,0 lE.0 4.5 ]J,3 3.3 365 380 1.14 1.36 1.36 0.400 0.123 

1:35 51.0 19.2 5.0 14.2 3.1 390 405 1.12 1.05 1.35 0.425 0.132 

1:35 51.0 19.6 5.0 14.6 2.9 415 430 1,12 1.05 1.35 0,465 0.144 

1:35 51.0 19.0 5.0 14GO 2.9 415 430 1.12 1.05 1.35 0,145 0.138 

1:40 50,0 30.0 5,0 25,0 4,7 255 265 1.11 1.04 1.36 0,490 0.151 

1:40 50.0 30.2 5O 25.2 4,7 255 265 1,11 1.04 1.36 0.495 0.152 

2:45 45,0 NO LO.D RUN 24 500 520 0,97 O.E9 1.26 NO LO.D RUN 



TABLE II 

Stirling Engine Tet Data and Calculation esu1ts 
(Electric Furnace) 

Brake I'ake True Engine Powcr Power Drake £or te brake speed iniut niilli-hp thermal 
(Tvg. )t n force rin vrrtts efficiency 

n n 

:32.0 8 24..O 3l2 210 0.555 0.197 

:34.0 8 26.0 290 210 0.560 0.198 

23.2 8 15.2 396 210 0.445 

24.0 8 10 46 210 0.480 0.170 

19.6 8 1l.() 456 210 0.390 0.138 

20.2 8 12.2 453 210 0.410 0.145 

:14.0 8 6.0 494 210 0.220 0,J73 

15.0 C 7. 491 210 0.275 0.098 

20.4 C 12./f 4iL 210 0.41C 0.145 

20.4 8 12,4 442f 210 Oj10 0.145 

29.6 8 2l. 342 210 0.550 0.195 

28.0 8 20.0 352 210 0.520 0.l5 
36,0 8 28.0 266 210 0,550 0.195 

37.2 8 29,2 264 210 0.575 0.202 

40.8 8 32,3 228 210 0.555 0.197 

40.3 8 32.3 22 210 0.540 0.192 

lE.4 8 l).4. 466 210 0.360 0.127 

18.4 8 10.4 476 210 0.370 0.131 

NO LOAD RUN 530 NO LOJtD RUN 




